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Abstract—Cloud computing in its various forms continues to
grow in popularity as organizations of all sizes seek to capitalize
on the cloud’s scalability, externalization of infrastructure and
administration and generally reduced application deployment
costs. But while the attractiveness of these public cloud services is
obvious, the ability to capitalize on these benefits is significantly
limited for those organization requiring high levels of data
security. It is often difficult if not impossible from a legal or
regulatory perspective for government agencies or health services
organizations for instance to use these cloud services given their
many documented data security issues. As a middle ground
between the benefits and security concerns of public clouds,
hybrid clouds have emerged as an attractive alternative; limiting
access, conceptually, to users within an organization or within a
specific subset of users within an organization. Private clouds
being significant options in hybrid clouds, however, are still
susceptible to security vulnerabilities, a fact which points to the
necessity of security frameworks capable of addressing these
issues. In this paper we introduce the Treasure Island Security
Framework (TISF), a conceptual security framework designed to
specifically address the security needs of private clouds. We have
based our framework on a Distributed Key and Sequentially
Addressing Distributed file system (DKASA); itself borrowing
heavily from the Google File System and Hadoop. Our approach
utilizes a distributed key methodology combined with sequential
chunk addressing and dynamic reconstruction of metadata to
produce a more secure private cloud. The goal of this work is not
to evaluate framework from an operational perspective but to
instead provide the conceptual underpinning for the TISF.
Experimental findings from our evaluation of the framework
within a pilot project will be provided in a subsequent work.
Keywords—private cloud security framework; distributed key;
dynamic metadata reconstruction; cloud security

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing, in its varying incarnations, continues to
emerge as an attractive deployment option for enterprises and
organizations seeking ways to reduce and better manage the
costs associated with application deployment. Commercial
cloud services allow organizations to consume computing
resources in a manner similar to traditional utilities like
electricity or water; paying for computing resources in a matter

commensurate with their use. This Platform as a Service
(PaaS) model additionally externalizes the costs associated
with infrastructure and systems administration while providing
a potentially more scalable and reliable deployment
environment [1]. These significant benefits have created an
impression in the minds of many consumers and organizational
decision makers that ―the cloud‖ is the answer to any number
of software dilemmas.
But while the aforementioned benefits are undoubtedly
attractive, these public cloud services are not without
significant drawbacks within certain usage scenarios. In
circumstances involving highly confidential, sensitive or secret
data, security issues inherent to public clouds render their use
inadvisable, impractical or even impossible depending upon
legal and regulatory requirements. Government entities and
health care organizations for instance often face legally
mandated data security requirements that nearly all cloud
services are incapable of satisfying due to a host of real and
perceived security related issues [2-5]. The perception of the
security and confidentiality vulnerabilities of public clouds has
been reinforced by a number of data breaches reported in the
media [6]. While governmental entities, regulatory bodies and
medical organizations may benefit from the cloud given the
large volumes of data generally involved with their respective
activities, the risk of a single data breach often outweighs the
potential benefits. Although some cloud providers continue to
address these security and regulatory issues, as Microsoft has
with the addition of Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliance features added to its
Window‘s Azure cloud service [7], public clouds still possess
too many security unknowns for many organizations.
As a result of these issues hybrid clouds have emerged as a
middle ground between the aforementioned benefits of cloud
computing and the identified security issues. Private clouds,
significant aspects of private clouds, are developed and
administered by an organization‘s internal IT department for
the exclusive use by specific users or user groups within the
organization [1, 8]. It is presumed that this greater degree of
control guarantees an elimination of the security and regulatory
issues posed by public clouds. But these private clouds may
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also suffer from security issues, leading to a number of
proposals designed to address these issues. In this paper we
introduce the Treasure Island Security Framework (TISF)
which builds upon existing thinking to provide a scalable
security framework for private clouds.
II. RELATED WORK
There is a significant body of work which documents the
challenges and proposed solutions to the issue of cloud
security; both public and private [9-12]. Many of these works
take substantially different approaches to the issue of cloud
security given the broad topic that is cloud computing. The
approach taken within this works revolves primarily around an
overlapping use of encryption, distributed key methodology,
sequential chunk addressing and dynamic metadata
reconstruction to improve system security.
Distributed key methodology is not a new concept having
significant support with the literature albeit in significantly
different conceptualizations and implementations [13-14]. A
form of distributed key methodology serves as the backbone of
the security effort proposed within this work whereby the key
necessary to decrypt individual file chunks and reconstruct a
stored file is distributed within our proposed system. This
methodology stands in contrast to the some of the more
common methods of cloud authentication such as those based
primarily on password protection and Private Key
Infrastructure (PKI). While these techniques are relatively easy
to implement, they have a number of deficiencies which have
been documented in the scientific literature and the media.
Password protection for instance is dependent upon the user‘s
ability to maintain confidential information against social
engineering attacks wherein information enabling the
reconstruction of one or more passwords may be divulged
inadvertently by a user [15].
Password methodology is
additionally troublesome given the average user‘s penchant for
password reuse [16]. While the reuse of an existing password
minimizes the cognitive load that memorizing a number of
different passwords for different system creates, reuse
effectively means that a password compromised for one system
allows malicious users to access a host of other user accounts.
This is especially troublesome for email accounts which
often serve as key link in the user verification process for many
systems. Ticket based authentication using the Kerberos
protocol is an improvement over pure password based
protection however this methodology still possesses security
risks [17]. A breach of a system‘s authentication server will
result in the exposure of all user accounts due to the
centralization of authentication management [18]. Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) addresses some of these issues through the
use of digital certificates for entity identity verification [19].
This approach however also has a number of flaws [20]. The
distributed key approach utilized within our proposed system
addresses many of these issues by using a decentralized form of
authentication that eliminates the single point of failure found
in password protection scheme given the use of a segmented,
dispersed key. This methodology is further bolstered by our use
of a form of dynamic metadata reconstruction, which protects
information about the stored data, and chunk encryption [21].

III. THE TREASURE ISLAND SECURITY FRAMEWORK (TISF)
While the Google File System (GFS) [22-23] and the
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [24-26], a GFS
derivative, are commonly utilized with private clouds, we have
proposed an alternative cloud architecture upon which the
Treasure Island Security Framework is based. The Distributed
Key and Sequentially Addressing Distributed file system
(DKASA), which builds upon aspects of both GFS and HDFS,
improves the security of data storage and file distribution in a
private cloud primarily through the introduction of dynamic
metadata reconstruction, sequential addressing and distributed
key methodology.
A. Distributed Key and Sequentially Addressing File System
The Distributed Key and Sequentially Addressing
Distributed file system (DKASA), as illustrated abstractly in
Fig. 1, has a number of characteristics borrowed from the GFS
including a single master configuration, use of fixed chunk
sizes and chunk replication. We provide assumptions with
respect to the configuration of DKASA within our proposed
framework to contextual the security risk model discussed in
Section 3 C.
1) Single Master Server
Both Single Master (SM) and Dual Main Server (DMS)
configurations are possible within the DKASA file system
although our proposal is based on the use of the former;
mirroring the GFS. The DMS configuration, which involves
the use of a management server and a file retrieval server, is
potentially less robust than the SM configuration given its
relatively poor performance under stress. It is likely, with
moderate to high levels of network traffic and significant
numbers of large files, that the retrieval server in the DMS
configuration becomes a bottleneck for the entire system.
2) Fixed Chunk Size and Multiple Replicas
We anticipate the use of a fixed chunk size, which enables
the use of the GFS mutation and lease method to reduce
network traffic. Unlike the GFS which uses a fixed size of
64MB we have consciously chosen to leave the size of the
chunk ambiguous as both large and small chunk sizes have
advantages and disadvantages. A large chunk size for instance
will reduce the number of chunk servers needed for each client
while also reducing the client‘s interaction with the master for
reading metadata and namespaces. This large chunk size
however is also incompatible with smaller files. A smaller
chunk size is compatible with smaller files however it may
result in greater data fragmentation. In an actual
implementation of our framework a system architect would
determine the appropriate chunk size for the specific usage
scenario.
Each chunk within the system will have a number of
replicas (k) to ensure data availability; each replica chunk
exists in isolation from the original. In the event that the
original chunk is unavailable the replica system will retrieve a
replica and use that data to reconstruct the original file.
3) Encryption
Each chunk‘s data is encrypted in the client machine and
sent via secure communication using RSA [27] and Advanced
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Fig. 1. Treasure Island Security Framework Abstract Model

Encryption Standard (AES) encryption [28]. The key
differentiation between the method proposed in this work and
traditional approaches is the use of a distributed key approach
as opposed to the use of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).

The full key necessary to decrypt each encrypted chunk is
produced as a result of the concatenation of the parts of the key
stored on the master server, the client, the current chunk server
and the previous chunk server as illustrated in Fig. 2.

4) Distributed Key and Sequential Addressing
The use of a distributed key methodology has been driven
primarily by two factors, a desire to increase security while
introducing a level of flexibility whereby different security
levels exist within the system. In terms of the latter, this type
of security granularity facilitates varying degrees of file and
user level security as opposed to a methodology within which
the level of security within the system as whole is the only
manipulable value.

Upon successful completion of this process an interim copy
of the file is available to the user on the client machine. After
the user completes file manipulation (read, update, delete, etc)
based on the mutation and lease method as employed within
the GFS the chunks are stored on new servers. The complete
file access algorithm is as follows:

Distributed key methodology as proposed within the
DKASA system involves the distribution of a cryptographic
key into four isolated parts. The first two parts of the key are
stored in the master server and the client, the third part is stored
in each chunk (n) and the final part of the key is stored in the
previous chunk (n -1).
A file to be stored in the private cloud will be divided into a
series of sequentially addressed chunks with distinct, appended
headers and footers. The header of each encrypted chunk
contains the following information:
 128 bit local deciphering key
 128 bit remote deciphering key
 The address of the next chunk
 128 bit status code identifying the originality property
of the chunk
 1024 bits of audit data
This header data is used by the Cloud Management Server
(CMS) and the user‘s client during the file retrieval process to
locate file chunks, decipher them and rebuild the original file
using the distributed key and sequential addressing approach.

procedure FileRetrieval()
1) Client machine sends authentication request to master
server
2) Master server checks and approves client
3) Master server sends SID and service lists to client
4) Client asks master server for the address of the first
chunk
5) Master server sends first chunk server address and first
chunk (n-1) code part to client
6) Client send chunk server request, 128 bits of
deciphering key, code part (n-1) and first chunk address
7) Based on internal algorithm client partition is
reinterpreted to new deciphering code
8) Client reads and deciphers first chunk from the file
server based on the reconstructed key
9) LOOP: Client refers to the next server based on the
read data from the current server
10) Client reads and deciphers chunk from the file
11) server based on the reconstructed key
12) IF: File is complete
13) END LOOP
14) END IF
15) END LOOP:
end FileRetrieval
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Fig. 2. TISF Sequential Addressing and Distributed Key Methodology

B. Security Risk Model
Our approach adds security beyond that found in security
schemes using PKI and single password methodologies in that
the likelihood of system compromise from a single attack is
largely eliminated. We evaluate this claim using the previously
outlined assumptions and the presumption of a single file
broken down into many chunks (N), each possessing many
replicas (K) within a distributed key architecture. We define
the distributed key as


DK = Di + Di-1 + DCM + DMS

(1)

All four isolated parts of the key are necessary to construct
the full cryptographic key required to decipher each chunk. To
evaluate the likelihood of comprise it is thus necessary to
calculate the availability of each of the four key components
with respect to their individual locations; the master server, the
client, the original chunk and the previous chunk. Within the
working system the master server is constantly operational
therefore the availability of this component to an attacker is
equal to 100% or
PA (DMS) = 1

(2)

For the client machine the window for an attack is based on
the total time of connection. For the purpose of this analysis
we assume a client connection duration that is represented as
TCM. For the final two key components, it is necessary for an
attacker to successfully attack two different chunks, the current
chunk and the previous chunk, to assemble all of the
components necessary to reconstruct the full cryptographic key.
The probability of a successful attack in this scenario is
Cn = {(Ns -b) 2-2}/ {Ns! / (Ns -2)! 2!}

(3)

Where the denominator is the number of all choices and the
numerator is the likelihood that an attacker successfully selects
the server containing the first chunk. Thus the chance of

gaining access to all the necessary items for deciphering a
chunk will be:
PFA = {(Ns -b) 2-2}/{Ns!/(Ns -2)!2!} X {TCM/86400} (4)
The availability of a file for a user, in the event of a server
failure or malware attack, depends upon the number of replica
chunks that exist for each original. When there are K < n
replica chunks a high risk situation exists for the integrity of
the user data in that file chunks exist without a backup. Where
K = n all chunks have a backup therefore a full copy of the
entire file exists. The total number of full file backups may be
determined by (K/ (n+K)). The chance of successful file
retrieval after any malware attack server failure is thus:
AI = K Pp / (n+K)

(5)

where Pp equals availability of a server in the system, K the
quantity of replica control chunks, and n the number of chunks
per file.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have introduced a security framework for
private clouds called the Treasure Island Security Framework
(TISF) which is based upon a Distributed Key and Sequentially
Addressing Distributed file system. We have introduced
DKASA and the methodology behind its proposed
implementation while evaluating the security risks inherent in
our approach. We believe that our proposed approach
enhances both data availability and integrity while providing a
higher degree of security and backup control at both the user
and file level. Perhaps the most significant advantage of the
DKASA cloud as proposed is the avoidance of the most
common public cloud security and data availability issues;
issues which have been chronicled exhaustively in both the
press and the related scientific literature. Our subsequent work
will seek to evaluate our claims within a pilot project which
will be documented in a future paper.
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